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Dear Ms. Barow:

As you know , the staff of the Federal Trade Commission has conducted an investigation
to determine whether Walgreen Co. engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in violation
of Sections 5 and 12 of the FTC Act, 15 U. c. 45 and 52, through its involvement in so-

called "switch programs." In switch programs, pharaceutical manufacturers tyically contract

with pharacies like Walgreens to send letters to patients encouraging them to switch to a drug
other than their current drug.

Our inquiry evaluated whether the letters Walgreens sent to patients failed to adequately
disclose that the manufacturer of the drug referenced in the letter paid for the 

mailng and

whether the letters contained any false or unsubstantiated claims
, especially effcacy and

comparative effcacy claims. Our investigation also examined whether Walgreens ' actions in

connection with sending the letters contravened its stated privacy policies for handling the
medical information of patients.

The staffhad concerns that some ofWalgreens ' switch letters may not have clearly and

conspicuously disclosed that the manufacturer of the drug referenced in the letter paid for the
mailing. In response to the staffs concerns, Walgreens has stated that its futue switch letters

wil consistently disclose drg manufacturer fuding in a clear and conspicuous maner.

After careful review, the staff has decided to not to recommend enforcement action at this

time. This action is not to be construed as a determination that a violation may not have
occurred , just as the pendency of an investigation should not be 

constred as a determination that

a violation has occurred. The Commission reserves the right to take such further action as the
public interest may require.
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Mar K. &igJe 

Associate Director


